Isomerization and apparent DNA bending by pi, the replication protein of plasmid R6K.
Plasmid R6K-encoded pi protein has multiple regulatory functions in replication and transcription. These functions rely, in part, on a complex set of interactions between monomers and dimers of the protein and distinct DNA targets, the direct and inverted repeats (DRs, IRs). In the work described here, we examine the isomerization and DNA bending properties of pi using electrophoretic mobility shift assays and circular permutation assays. Our data suggest that pi dimers can bend IRs, and dimer subunits seem to readily associate in head-to-head and head-to-tail fashion. The ability of pi to bend DRs is also reexamined using techniques that allow us to discriminate between bending induced by its different isomeric forms. We find that both monomers and dimers bend a single DR to similar degrees while results with 2DRs are more complex. The significance of the bending data in regard to a possible mechanism for replication initiation by pi protein is discussed.